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Dear Editor,

Thank you for your kind suggestions regarding our paper “Unilateral Inferior Oblique Anterior Transposition for Asymmetric Dissociated Vertical Deviation with Unilateral Inferior Oblique Over-action” (BOPH-D-19-00075R5). We have added the role of the funding body according to your suggestion as follow:

“This study was supported by the Natural Science Foundation of Zhejiang Province (No. LY17H120009) and Chinese Medicine Research Program of Zhejiang Province (No. 2016ZA151), including collecting data and writing the manuscript.”(Line28, Page 11)

There was no change of author list in this revision. Each of the coauthors has seen and agrees with each of the changes made to this manuscript in the revision and to the way his or her name is listed.
We hope our revised manuscript is acceptable for publication in journal of BMC Ophthalmology

Best regards

Dr. Li-Wei Zhu, M.D.
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